Resuscitative Endovascular Balloon Occlusion of the Aorta in a Trauma Patient with Hypovolemic Shock
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Hypovolemic shock with exsanguination is one of the most common causes of death in multiple trauma patients, and is the most common causes of preventable death in severely injured patients.[1] Many reports have suggested that resuscitation without bleeding control makes a good prognosis difficult; rapid surgical treatment or other bleeding control procedures have been emphasized for saving patients experiencing hemorrhagic shock.[2] Resuscitative balloon occlusion of the aorta (REBOA) has already been described for the treatment of hemorrhagic shock in cases of ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm, gastrointestinal bleeding, and postpartum hemorrhage.[3] Recently, REBOA has been applied in trauma cases, and because of its effectiveness, it has been adopted in the trauma field.[4] Currently, there is no case of REBOA reported in Korea. Here, we report the first successful emergency room (ER)-based REBOA in a trauma patient experiencing hemorrhagic shock.

Case Report

A 46-year-old male patient visited the local hospital ER after attempting suicide by jumping from a 14th floor apartment. He was transferred to our hospital ER for further treatment. The patient had multiple traumas, including a minimal skull and ulnar fracture, but the most serious injury was a pelvic fracture with internal iliac artery injury. Despite resuscitation with blood transfusion in the previous ER, the patient presented with a drowsy status and an initial blood pressure (BP) of 56/36, necessitating intubation. Extravasation of the...
internal iliac artery caused by the pelvic bone fracture was detected at the previous hospital with a computed tomography (CT) scan. After identifying the cause of hypovolemic shock—bleeding from the internal iliac artery, we decided to perform REBOA immediately. We had prepared the REBOA kit by the bedside, having received word of the patient’s situation from the previous hospital, because the patient was hemodynamically unstable.

The patient’s femoral pulse was weak, and after several blind trials, we were able to successfully make a puncture within a few seconds. After inserting the 12 Fr. Sheath (Fig. 1), Lunderquist® aorta guide-wire (Cook Inc. Bloomington, IN, USA) were inserted in the abdominal aorta. After CODA® aortic balloon (Cook Inc. Bloomington, IN, USA) placement, we verified the location of the guide wire and the balloon with a portable radiography (Fig. 2). The balloon was visualized in the diaphragm-level aorta in the x-ray film, after injection of 200 cm³ saline. From draping to aortic ballooning, the entire procedure took approximately 15 minutes to complete; a trauma surgeon trained in vascular surgery carried out the procedures. The patient’s BP had increased to 90/54 within 7 minutes of ballooning, and a systolic blood pressure (SBP) of above 80 mm Hg was maintained.

After ballooning, there was no hypotensive event. We performed intermittent balloon deflation for distal perfusion because the balloon was at the supraceliac level. When deflation affected BP, the balloon was immediately reinflated, allowing BP to gradually increase, and maintain permissive hypotension about 80s mmHg range of SBP.

One hour after ER admission, the patient underwent arterial embolization (AE) of both internal iliac arteries with glue and gelform. After AE, BP was maintained within a normal range, despite balloon removal. No extravasation was noted on a follow-up CT scan, and there was no evidence of ischemia in any internal organs, including the bowel.

On the patient’s second day in the hospital, we performed a sheath removal and primary closure of the puncture site of the femoral artery. The patient was transferred into the general ward on his third in-hospital day. On the sixth day, the patient was transferred to the Orthopedic Surgery ward for OR/IF (open reduction and internal fixation) of pelvic fracture, and was discharged on his 33rd in-hospital day, after that surgery.

**Discussion**

To our knowledge, this is the first successful case report of aortic balloon occlusion for hemorrhage control and resuscitation following trauma in Korea. We have demonstrated that the use of aortic balloon occlusion is feasible, and a promising method to use in hemorrhagic shock to control bleeding, increase vital blood flow, and to improve the chance of survival.
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REBOA for hemorrhagic shock was reported during the Korean War by Hughes.[5] Although not a new technique, REBOA has received a reappraisal because of army surgeons’ application of the procedure in managing hemorrhagic shock. The renewed efforts for REBOA stem from the need to develop mechanical or technical adjuncts to improve survival from shock. Previously, efforts in damage control resuscitation have focused on hemostatic dressings, extremity tourniquet devices, and balanced resuscitation using whole blood components and tranexamic acid.[6]

Aortic occlusion in hypovolemic shock can occlude the “unnecessary” portion of the circulation, control bleeding, and divert blood to coronary and cerebral perfusion. Sesma et al.[7] and Spence et al.[8] showed that cerebral and myocardial blood flow improved in animal models with constant aortic occlusion during open chest cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Sesma et al showed a 150% increase in coronary perfusion pressure and 200% increase in cerebral perfusion pressure. In a similar fashion, Spence et al. showed that although the absolute blood flow reduced by 50% when aortic balloon occlusion was used compared with that in the control, blood perfusion to the brain and heart during chest compressions improved by 100%.

In recent cases, REBOA was accomplished rapidly and resulted in an average increase in SBP of 55 mm Hg. The average aortic balloon occlusion time was 18 minutes, which allowed for the performance of hemorrhage control maneuvers.[9] We found that the balloon was easily inserted by the trauma surgeon trained in vascular surgery, offering wide flexibility and control of hemostasis, and thus, facilitating the completion of definitive surgery and allowing successful resuscitation by an emergency physician trained only in endovascular procedures. However, in this case, aortic occlusion time was delayed. We had no choice but to perform on the ER bed without fluoroscopic facility and to wait for portable X-ray and result of that for check the right location of balloon. It needed several minutes.

There have been many reports of compressing the aorta to control bleeding in patients with hemorrhagic shock by externally clamping the aorta.[10] Open aortic cross-clamping and REBOA share the same goal, but the latter is less invasive, preventing the potential for additional morbidity in a compromised patient. A recent study has shown that REBOA increased overall survival rates and resulted in fewer ER deaths compared with that to open aortic clamping under resuscitative thoracotomy. Most authors agree that REBOA will replace resuscitative thoracotomy with aortic cross-clamping for proactive and less invasive aortic control in cases of hemorrhagic shock.[11]

We performed blind REBOA in the ER following the patient’s ER admission as quickly as possible. The “blind” characteristic of the procedure allows for the performance of this technique in any medical unit, without the need for fluoroscopic guidance. This makes REBOA possible in a secondary hospital lacking an angiographic room as well as in the pre-hospital phase, as in our case. Puncture and catheterization of the femoral artery in a patient with a bulky pelvic hematoma and a low SBP may be difficult, necessitating further systemic training and the development of simplified REBOA kits.[12]

In conclusion, this case is the first record in Korea of a patient who was unresponsive to standard resuscitation maneuvers, and whose bleeding was successfully controlled by REBOA, thus achieving a normal blood pressure, and patient survival to discharge. Patients who develop hemorrhagic shock because of multiple traumas may be successfully resuscitated using intra-aortic balloon occlusion to increase cardio-cerebral perfusion. Further studies are needed to determine the role of constant intra-aortic balloon occlusion during resuscitation in trauma patients.
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